Abstract -MAC filtering is not an effective control in wireless networking as attackers can eavesdrop on wireless transmissions mode. However MAC filtering is more effective in wired network, since it is more difficult for attacker to identify authorized MAC address. MAC address are uniquely assigned to each LAN card. In this way, Changing MAC address is necessary in network virtualization. It can also be used in the process of exploiting security of a system. In IP networks, the MAC address of an interface is query given the IP address using the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) for Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) or the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) for IPv6. ARP and NDP is used to relate IP addresses (OSI layer 3) to Ethernet MAC addresses (OSI layer 2).
 Type cmd and press Enter to launch the command prompt.
[ Figure: 3] shows the result. In General, Anyone will not find any cause for changing his MAC address. This is simply a number that identifies the network device that are using and there shouldn't be any reason to change it [2] , [3] . However, some internet user may encounters issues with their ISP when they change equipments, such as upgrading their routers or getting a new residential gateway. The ISP has essentially linked the MAC address of the old equipment to the IP. When this equipment changes, so does the MAC address, leaving a user unable to access the internet
This is when MAC address cloning comes into focus. When this happens, the ISP links the new hardware's IP to the old MAC address so that connectivity is maintained as regular. If, anyone is choosing to update his own equipment, a quick call to ISP can help clear up any service issues caused by new MAC address that do not match. This may include providing with troubleshooting steps to change router or equipment settings of MAC address to be cloned. However, other than these instances, your MAC address is fixed and will not need to be changed.
Most ISP assign their IP binding with equipments MAC [5] . If the MAC address of a device is 00-11-22-33-44-55 and connect to ISP, the DHCP server records the MAC address and assigns an IP address against it [6] , [7] , [8] . If it disconnect from the ISP, the device loses IP address. The next time when the device is connected, the DHCP server sees the device's MAC address, looks to see if it has assigned an IP address before. If it has and the lease time has not expired, it will most likely to give the same IP address that had before disconnecting.
IV. PROBLEMS IN GENERAL MAC ADDRESSING
1. Occasionally, manufacturers don't ensure they are unique, so multiple network interfaces in one system can in fact have the same MAC address [9] , [10] .
2. In many network interfaces, the MAC address can be set by software, meaning whatever the original MAC address, it can be overridden. So the uniqueness on which anyone may relies is not completely unreliable [11] .
V. CAVEATS TO CHANGING MAC ADDRESS BY SOFTWARE
Changing MAC address is only temporary basis. Once reboot the machine, the operating system reflects the physical MAC address burnt in one's network card and not the MAC address which was set [12] .
VI. NEW MAC ADDRESS GENERATION TO CHANGE MAC ADDRESS
There are actually 4 sets of Locally Administered Address Ranges that can be used on network without fear of conflict to each other, assuming no one else has assigned these on any network:
x2-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx x6-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx xA-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx xE-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx Replacing x with any hex value [13] , [14] . If anyone wishes to make this step faster,can just click Random MAC Address button that will generate a random MAC address for him.
VII. MAC ADDRESS CAN BE CHANGEABLE OR CLONE WITHOUT ANY SOFTWARE PERMANENTLY
5. Click Change Now! button and MAC address should be changed.
6. OPTIONAL: To restore default MAC address just click the Restore Original button,[ Figure 7 ] shows the reflections. 
IX. CONCLUSION
Some internet service providers bind their service to a specific MAC address; if the user then changes their network card or intends to install a router, the service won't work anymore.
Changing the MAC address of the new interface will solve the problem.
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